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THE

R E G U L A R N E W S L E T T E R F RO M

H O M E B R E D R AC I N G
Celestial Bay wins her 6 furlong maiden
race at Warwick

Summer’s here!

Did you
know?
5.6 million people went to
the races in 2012 - but
viewing of The Derby fell
by 30% after the switch
from BBC to Channel 4.

Did you
know?
Racing is worth £3.45 billion
to the UK economy and
more than 85,000 full time
jobs are dependent upon it.

Homebred fillies and mares enjoy the warm sunshine (L to R)
Divine White, Delagoa Bay, Snowy Mantle and Make A Fuss

New hurdles
trialled...

Newton Abbot has begun
their trial of the new ‘One-Fit’
padded hurdles. Developed
through the BHA’s Course
Inspectorate Team, these
standard timber frame
hurdles have been fitted with
a one-piece foam pad, rather
than the traditional birch,
and have been designed to
further improve safety and
reduce injuries.
Pat Masterson, Newton
Abbot’s Managing Director,
said: “We are pleased with
how the horses and jockeys
are responding to the padded
hurdles thus far. They have
been designed as a step
forward in racehorse safety,
and we intend to gradually
introduce them throughout
the course”.

SUMMER 2013

Foal crop
on the up

Weighty
argument
Race horses are assigned an
official rating... but race horses
rarely run every time to the
handicapper’s assessment.
Handicapping is an attempt to
give each horse an equal
chance of winning by assigning
different weights the horse
will carry.
The handicapping of horses is
undertaken by 12 handicappers
working for the British
Horseracing Board (BHA) and
is known as the Official
Rating (OR).
Factors used in the creation of
the ratings include: Weight

carried, Distance, Going, Pace,
Draw, Finish Distances to form.
The Handicap Rating for each
horse is determined by using
the pounds per length criteria
which adds or subtracts weight
according to the position of
each horse relative to the
assessed horse.
The relevant weights are
determined by the distance of
a race as follows:
5f:

3lbs per length

6f:

2.5lbs per length

7f-8f:

2lbs per length

9-10f:

1.75lbs per length

11-13f: 1.5lbs per length
14f:

1.25lbs per length

15f+:

1lb per length

This means that in a 6f race if a
horse was ahead of the

assessed horse by 1 length
then it should have carried
2.5lbs more or 1 length behind
then 2.5lbs less.
The handicapper will then
have to decide if a horse’s
handicap rating should change,
taking into consideration the
performance rating and other
factors that influence the
horse’s running.
The winner and placed race
horses will attract the most
attention from the
handicapper but despite the
use of measurable change in
the performance of a horse,
there is still a large element of
judgement involved.
Sometimes a trainer will offset
a race horses’ weight by using
an apprentice jockey with a
weight allowance.

Gold standard for Perth
Perth became the 19th
racecourse to hold the Gold
Standard Award, which
recognises excellence in the
raceday experience for
owners. The presentation was
made during Perth’s opening
fixture of the 2013/14 season
and acknowledges the warm
welcome given to owners

with runners at Britain’s most
northerly track. Steven
Astaire, ROA Council member,
said: “We are delighted to
award the Gold Standard to
Perth. Sam Moorshead and his
friendly team do a very good
job for owners and it is always
a pleasure to have a runner at
this beautiful course”.

Sky’s the limit!
We were thrilled when our
Septieme Ciel filly Celestial
Bay made her debut over 6
furlongs at Salisbury, nearly
causing an 80/1 shock when
only collared close home.
We’d feared that this would
be too short for Sky, but
jockey George Baker said
“Does the trainer know how
fast this filly is?” Sky was then
only narrowly beaten, by a
neck, over 5 furlongs at Bath
after losing several lengths at
the start - but made no
mistake at Warwick just a
week later where she ran out
a comfortable winner over 6
furlongs in a style that gives
us hope she’ll stay further.
Sylvester ran her in a hood at
Warwick which certainly
relaxed her - to the extent
that she was 6 lengths adrift
2 furlongs out - but she
stayed on strongly to sweep
past at the end.
It seems that she’ll be best on
easy ground and her trainer
says: “I’m hopeful she’ll stay
further - even 10 furlongs and if so, with her speed, she
should prove pretty useful”.
Last few shares still available!

Celestial Bay (right) finishing a neck second
at Bath over 5 furlongs

No quick fix likely
Sometimes good things come
out of bad things. Such a
thought might not always
automatically offer much
comfort to the racing public in
the wake of the recent steroids
issue in Newmarket. It is not so
much that the subject of drug
use in racing generally, and the
use of anabolic steroids in
particular, will come under
greater scrutiny than ever
before; it is the wide variations
in attitudes towards drug use

in different racing jurisdictions.
Racing has long been part of
the general globalisation
movement that increasingly
demands a standardisation of
rules and regulations.
Without this, there can never
be absolute confidence that
competition between
thoroughbreds will always be
fair and equitable, any more
than we can be confident that
horse welfare is treated as a
top priority.

The extent to which it is hard
for British purpose-bred
jumpers to compete with
their Irish counterparts is
illustrated by recent statistics
which shows the National
Hunt foal crops for the last
eight years. This year’s
Cheltenham Gold Cup winner
Bobs Worth was bought as a
four-year-old at DBS for just
£20,000. Grand National
winner Auroras Encore was
bought by Harvey Smith for
just 9,500gns at three.
Exciting young hurdlers The
New One and Champagne
Fever were Derby Sale
graduates at €25,000 and
€17,500 respectively.
There are plenty of six-figure
price tags for store sale
graduates, just as there are at
the horses-in-training
auctions, but patchy clearance
rates at the latter signal the
limit of their appeal.
Recent signs of revival in the
store market have offered
promise and it is still a
favoured arena for good
stockmen, who can select a
horse at a reasonable price
and which could just turn into
an incredible bargain.
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Wildlife
in pole
position

Did you
know?
Clive Graham once wrote that
the form book should have
been written in Braille for the
benefit of the stewards.

Tidy job - Gerwyn ‘rolling up’ hay into lines
for the baler and wrapper

The Homebred Stud is
something of a haven for
wildlife. The latest arrivals
being polecats which were
seen during hay making scurrying along the
hedgerows carrying their
youngsters (kits) to the safety
of the undergrowth.
The polecat is an ancestor of
the ferret which was
domesticated over 2000 years
ago to hunt vermin. The British
polecat population dwindled
to just a small population - and
a bit like the red kite - the
valleys and woodlands of West
Wales were one of the last
refuges. The polecat is dark
brown with a creamy white
bib and ear tufts and
approximately 40cms long.
Polecats prey mostly on rabbits
and mice - but one was clearly
intending on expanding
dietary habits - being found in
a neighbouring farmhouse
kitchen!

Snapshot
Our winning Encosta de
Lago filly Delagoa Bay
showing the benefit of her
summer out at grass

Snapshot

Time to
pool ideas

Cows and their calves follow
the horses to eat down the
rougher grass and improve
the grazing.

Racing was rocked when it lost
another opportunity by selling
The Tote to the bookies.
The sale of The Tote to Betfred
over 2 years ago and the
agreement over exclusitivity
on pool betting expires in
another four years. Pool
betting is viewed as an under
developed resource and holds
out potential for racing to
derive badly needed extra
income. Saturday afternoon’s
Scoop 6 has demonstrated
that there’s a significant
opportunity for this sort of
betting. Racing first needs to
hammer out an agreement to
maximise the potential.

Racing’s
colourful
history

Making hay whilst the sun shines
The unexpected appearance of
summer this year has delivered
a great crop for winter
feeding. The old adage “Rain
in May, makes good hay”
seems to have proven true.
Tractors rolled at 4.00am to
cut 15 acres in the cool of the
morning and after spinning
the crop for 24 hours it was
baled in ‘big’ bales as the
photo shows. Each bale is the
equivalent to six small bales
which are then scooped up by
the automated ‘wrapper’
which spins the half ton bales
and seals each in an airtight
plastic wrap. Baling and
wrapping of the 15 acre crop
took less than 90 minutes such is the benefit of
automation over hours of back
breaking lifting! The wrapped
bales are then stored outside
and opened as required - and
will hopefully last until well
into 2014 by the time the
grass begins to grow again!

Seattle Slew - one of the all time greats

£40,000 kit wraps half ton bales in seconds

Brighton
rocks...
Popular seaside racecourse
Brighton has brought in a
number of improvements for
the season ahead. A big screen
will be in position opposite the
grandstand for all of the
remaining meetings in 2013, as
part of a two-year plan to
improve facilities. Stuart Dorn,
Brighton’s General Manager,
said: “At Brighton we are
committed to trying to ensure
the best experience possible
for owners and trainers, as
part of of the exciting new
ARC policy”.

Did you
know?
A horse with only one testicle
is known as a ‘rig’.
David Barons once trained
one called ‘Something Missing’.

Horse racing silks date back to
1750 and were first introduced
in England. The practice of
horsemen wearing colours
probably stems from the
medieval times when jousts
were held between knights.
In the beginning they were
quite simple and different
riders would just wear a
different coloured silk jacket.
But little by little this habit
became more popular and was
later a required rule. Every
horse owner must register his
or her colours and patterns
and get accepted by the
Jockey Club before horses are
allowed to race under his or
her ownership.
Racing silks were the way for
judges to recognise the
different jockeys on the track
before programmes and saddle
clothes were introduced. Race
judges had to make their
rulings by the naked eye.
These jackets or colours are
called silks mainly because they
used to be made of silk fabric.
Today nearly all of them are
other material, mainly some
type of nylon. These silks
include a helmet cover too.
Some very old registered silks
are still actively used today and
new combinations are
registered all the time for new
owners. Owners silks are
required to be used by every
jockey unless a judge gives
permission to use other silks,
most often because silks were
not available or got damaged.

Seattle Slew was foaled at
Ben Castleman’s White Horse
Acres on February 15 of 1974.
Not being a son of either
Northern Dancer, or the then
leading sire What a Pleasure,
he was purchased for the
bargain price of USD 17,500
at the Keenland Summer
Yearling Sale. Running for the
first time at Belmont Park,
Seattle Slew broke his maiden
at first asking, winning by 5
lengths. He repeated his
performance next time out.
1977 found Seattle Slew, now
called the ‘People’s Horse’, as
the early favourite for the

Kentucky Derby. In a seven
furlong debut, Slew set a new
track record. The large crowd
at Churchill Downs on race
day, combined with Slew’s
limited racing experience,
contributed to his extreme
nervousness in the paddock.
The favourite’s agitation and
foamy sweat seemed to prove
the doubters right in the post
parade, and many expected
Seattle Slew to tire early, but
he recovered the lead within
the first quarter, and won the
Run for the Roses with
impressive style. Two weeks
later Seattle Slew took the
Preakness with the same
impressive style. The mile and
a half Belmont Stakes, his
greatest challenge to date,
proved to be no contest.
By sweeping to the 1977
Triple Crown Slew became the
first Triple Crown winner to
remain undefeated through
the classics.
Seattle Slew and Affirmed,
the 1978 Triple Crown winner,
became the first two Triple
Crown winners to meet on

the racetrack when Seattle
Slew beat the younger
champion by three lengths in
the Marlboro Cup.
When he was retired, Slew
had won fourteen races,
earning USD 1,208,726.
A syndicate paid twelve
million dollars for the great
horse, and Seattle Slew stood
at Three Chimney’s Farm near
Lexington, Kentucky, for a
fee of USD 100,000.
To say that Seattle Slew is an
extremely successful sire is
somewhat of an
understatement. Among
Seattle Slew’s champion sons
and daughters are
multimillionaire and Hall of
Fame member Slew o’ Gold,
the 1992 Belmont Stakes
winner and Horse of the Year
A.P.Indy, as well as the top
horses and Group 1 winners,
Capote, Adored, Slew o’ Gold,
Tsunami Slew, Magic of Life,
Septieme Ciel (sire of our own
Celestial Bay) Fast Play, Slew
the Dragon, Sleep Easy, Flute,
Honest Lady, Sufside Lakeway
or Slew City Slew.

